We consider the special linear group G " SL2 over a p-adic field, and its diagonal subgroup M -GL1. Parabolic induction of representations from M to G induces a map in equivariant homology, from the BruhatTits building of M to that of G. We compute this map at the level of chain complexes, and show that it is given by parahoric induction (as defined by J.-F. Dat).
Introduction
Consider the special linear group G " SL 2 pF q over a p-adic field F . Parabolic induction is the functor i G M which takes (smooth, complex) representations of the diagonal subgroup M Ă G, pulls them back to the upper-triangular subgroup P along the quotient map P Ñ M , and then induces up to G. This construction is remarkably efficient: it generically preserves irreducibility, and the coincidences between the resulting representations of G are few and (mostly) easily understood. Now let O be the ring of integers of F . The functor producing representations of K " SL 2 pOq from representations of its diagonal subgroup L according to the above recipe has fewer desirable properties: for example, the representations thus produced are infinite-dimensional, and therefore far from irreducible. Dat has proposed a replacement for i G M in this context, called parahoric induction [10] .
The representation theory of K (and of other compact open subgroups of reductive p-adic groups) is of interest not just for its own sake, but also in relation to the representation theory of G: see [7] , for example. An appealing feature of Dat's construction is its compatibility with parabolic induction: there The main result of this paper is a commutative diagram of a similar kind:
Here X G and X M denote the Bruhat-Tits buildings of G and M . C G pX G q is a complex of simplicial chains on X G {G, the coefficients over a simplex s being the representation ring of the isotropy group of s. (This is the canonical chain complex computing chamber homology for G; see [1] ). C M pX M q is the corresponding complex for the action of M on X M , whose isotropy groups are all equal to L. The map C M pX M q Ñ C G pX G q combines the inclusion X M ãÑ X G with parahoric induction from L to the isotropy subgroups of G.
In the bottom row of (˚), the subscripts f indicate the subcategories of finitely generated representations. C˚here denotes the Hochschild complexes associated to these categories by Keller ([14] ; cf. [19] and [18] ), and the map C˚pMod f pMÑ C˚pMod f pGqq is the one induced by the functor i G M . The vertical arrows are given, in degree zero, by inducing representations from the isotropy groups of vertices up to G and M respectively. In higher degree, these maps are defined only at the level of homology.
The commutativity of the diagram in degree zero is essentially Dat's result, for which we do not offer a new proof. The point of (˚) is that Dat's definition extends in a natural way to a map between chamber-homology complexes, which is still compatible with parabolic induction in higher degree. Since the homology groups for SL 2 vanish in degree ě 2, our extension of Dat's theorem is so far a modest one; partial results for SL n , discussed at the end of the paper, point toward a more ambitious generalisation. This paper has three sections. Section 1 reviews Dat's construction, and presents a few new results, in a general setting; note, though, that unlike Dat we work only over C. Section 2 contains explicit calculations in the case of SL 2 pOq. Section 3 contains the main result, Theorem 3.4, on the commutativity of (˚). The theorem also gives a realisation in chamber homology of the Jacquet restriction functor r G M . This part is comparatively easy: the restriction map 
Basic definitions, notation and conventions:
All vector spaces are over C. If G is a locally compact, totally disconnected group, then HpGq denotes the Hecke algebra of G, and ModpGq is the category of (smooth) representations of G. The terminology is explained, for example, in [21] . For a closed subgroup H of G, and a representation ρ of H, ind G H ρ is the space of locally constant, compactly supported functions f : G Ñ ρ satisfying f phgq " hf pgq for all g P G and h P H; G acts on ind G H ρ by right translation. When G is compact, RpGq denotes the complexified representation ring of G, and Cl 8 pGq the space of locally constant class functions on G; the latter two spaces are isomorphic via the map sending a representation π to its character ch π . We write e G for the function on G with constant value 1{ volpGq. We make frequent appeal to "the Mackey formula" for the composition of restriction and induction functors; the version of this formula proved by Kutzko in [15] covers all of the cases that arise here. The standard theory of invariant measures on homogeneous spaces (as in, e.g., [24] ) shows that: Lemma 1.2. Let J " U LU be a group with an Iwahori decomposition, and let du, dl and du be Haar measures on U , L and U respectively. The product measure du dl du is a Haar measure on J.
Let J " U LU be a group with a fixed Iwahori decomposition. From now on we assume that the Haar measures on J, U , L, and U are all normalised to have total volume 1. The Hecke algebra HpJq is both a left and a right module over HpU q, HpLq, and HpU q. Since L normalises U and U , the action of HpLq commutes with the idempotents e U and e U .
The following definition is Dat's [10] . Definition 1.3. Consider the tensor-product functors
The following concrete realisations of i U,U and r U,U are sometimes useful. Let i U , i U : ModpLq Ñ ModpJq be the composite functors i U " ind 
Similarly, let r U , r U : ModpJq Ñ ModpLq be the functors r U π " π U (the U -invariants in π), and r U π " π U . Then
We shall use another characterisation of i U,U and r U,U , based on the following observation.
Proof. Frobenius reciprocity gives Hom
Evaluation of functions at the identity in J gives a natural transformation r U i U Ñ id L , which is an isomorphism because J " U LU . Applying the Yoneda lemma, we obtain an isomorphism
which is ZpLq-linear by the naturality of the construction. Computing the Frobenius reciprocity isomorphism explicitly, one finds that Φp1q : f Þ Ñ f e U . Lemma 1.5. If ρ is an irreducible representation of L, then i U,U ρ is the unique irreducible representation of J common to both i U ρ and i U ρ. Moreover, i U,U ρ has multiplicity one in both i U ρ and i U ρ.
Proof. Lemma 1.4 implies that Hom J pi U ρ, i U ρq is one-dimensional, spanned by I U . The result now follows from Schur's lemma.
(2) Let triv L be the trivial representation of L. Then triv J sits inside both i U triv L and i U triv L , as the space of constant functions in each case. So i U,U triv L " triv J .
(3) Letρ denote the (smooth) contragredient of ρ. Then Ą i U ρ -i Uρ , and likewise for i U , and so Lemma 1.5 implies that
Definition/Lemma 1.7. Letz U,U P ZpLq be the preimage of the map
Proof. We must show thatz U,U acts as a nonzero scalar on each irreducible representation ρ of L. Lemma 1.5 ensures that
restricts to a composition of nonzero intertwining operators of the irreducible representation i U,U ρ, and so this composition is nonzero by Schur's lemma.
Other descriptions of z appear in Proposition 1.11 and Remark 1.12. Explicit formulae for the Iwahori subgroup in SL 2 pF q are given in [10, Section 2.4] and in Proposition 2.1.
The operator z´1 U,U e U e U acts as an idempotent on each representation of J.
Proof. The definition ofz U,U ensures that
for every f P HpJq. Applying the involution j Þ Ñ j´1 on HpJq gives the desired result.
The following basic properties of i U,U and r U,U follow easily from Proposition 1.8, as in [10, Lemme 2.8 and Corollaire 2.9]: Proposition 1.9. (1) There are isomorphisms i U,U -i U,U and r U,U -r U,U .
(2) i U,U and r U,U are mutual two-sided adjoints.
We also obtain a counterpart to Lemma 1.5 for r U,U :
Proof. First note that if Hom L pr U π, r U πq " 0, then in particular the map e U : r U π Ñ r U π is zero, and so its image r U,U π is zero. Now suppose that the intertwining space is nonzero. There exists an irreducible representation ρ of L common to both r U π and r U π, which by Frobenius reciprocity implies that π is a common irreducible component of i U ρ and i U ρ. So by Lemma 1.5, π -i U,U ρ. Thus r U π is a nonzero quotient of the irreducible representation r U i U ρ -ρ, so r U π -ρ. Similarly, r U π -ρ, and so Hom L pr U π, r U πq -End L pρq is one-dimensional.
Character formulae
Let J " U LU be a compact totally disconnected group with an Iwahori decomposition. All the groups in question will be fixed throughout this section, and we write i " i U,U and r " r U,U . Passing from representations π to their characters ch π , we may view i and r as maps between the spaces Cl 8 pJq and Cl 8 pLq of class functions on J and L. For example, suppose that J " U L (i.e., U " t1u), so that i is the the usual inflation of representations, while r is the functor π Þ Ñ π U . The action on characters is easily computed: i is given by pulling functions back along the quotient map J Ñ L, while r is given by integration along the fibres of this map.
Returning to the general case, consider the map λ " λ U,U : J Ñ L defined by λpuluq " l. Then define λ˚: Cl 8 pJq Ñ Cl 8 pLq and λ˚:
for ϕ P Cl 8 pJq and ψ P Cl 8 pLq.
Proposition 1.11. Let J " U LU be a group with Iwahori decomposition, and let z " z U,U P ZpLq be as in Proposition 1.8.
(1) The maps
Proof. We first consider r. For each irreducible π of J, and each l P L,
If r π " 0, then πpe U qπpe U q " 0, and so rpch π q " z´1λ˚pπq " 0.
for ψ 1 , ψ 2 P Cl 8 pLq, and similarly for J. The characters of irreducible representations constitute orthonormal bases for Cl 8 pJq and Cl 8 pLq. A straightforward computation with Lemma 1.2 shows that for each ψ P Cl 8 pLq and ϕ P Cl 8 pJq, one has xλ˚ψ, ϕy J " xψ, λ˚ϕy L . Also, xi ψ, ϕy J " xψ, r ϕy L , because the functors i and r are adjoints. Thus the formula r " z´1λ˚gives, upon taking adjoints, i " λ˚z´1, where z´1 denotes the complex conjugate of z´1. Noting that pλ˚ψqp1q " ψp1q for all ψ P Cl 8 pLq, we find dimpi ρq " ipch ρ qp1q " λ˚z´1pch ρ qp1q " z´1pρqλ˚pch ρ qp1q " z´1 dim ρ.
Therefore zpρq " dim ρ{ dimpi ρq, which is real, and (2) follows. Putting z " z into i " λ˚z´1 completes the proof of (1).
Remark 1.12. The number zpρq may be interpreted as measuring the relative position of the idempotents e U and e U in the representation i ρ, as we shall now explain. Let π be an irreducible representation of J, and choose a J-invariant inner product on π. The self-adjoint idempotents P " πpe U q and Q " πpe U q determine a finite-dimensional unitary representation of the infinite dihedral group Γ " pZ{2Zq˚pZ{2Zq: the generating involutions s 1 , s 2 P Γ map to the self-adjoint unitary operators 2P´1 and 2Q´1, respectively. This representation πˇˇΓ of Γ decomposes into a direct sum of isotypical components, and each isotypical component is stable under the action of L.
Recall the list of irreducible unitary representations of Γ: for each angle α P r0, π{2s one forms the two-dimensional representation τ α in which P and Q are represented by the matrices τ α pP q " Now, r π is the range of P Q, and P Q is nonzero only in τ 1 0 and in the τ α components for α P p0, π{2q. So r π ‰ 0 ðñ πˇˇΓ contains τ 1 0 or τ α for some α P p0, π{2q.
Suppose r π ‰ 0, so that π " i ρ for some irreducible ρ of L. Since r π is an irreducible representation of L, and L preserves the isotypical decomposition of πˇˇΓ, it follows that πˇˇΓ contains exactly one of the representations τ 1 0 or τ α (possibly with multiplicity ą 1). We then have P QP " cos 2 pαqP (setting α " 0 if πˇˇΓ contains τ 1 0 ), which by the definition of z implies that zpρq " cos 2 pαq.
Thus the formula zpρq " dim ρ{ dimpi ρq imposes a restriction on the irreducible representations of Γ that may occur in irreducible representations of J. For example, if L is commutative, so that dim ρ " 1 for every irreducible ρ, then the representation τ α of Γ may occur only in those irreducibles π of J having dim π " 1{ cos 2 pαq.
The Iwahori Subgroup of SL pF q
Let F be a p-adic field, with ring of integers O and maximal ideal p. Choose a generator ̟ for p. We write f for the residue field O{p, and q for the cardinality of f. Let G " SL 2 pF q, and consider the standard Iwahori subgroup [13, §2.2]
The notation means that J is the group of determinant-one matrices whose bottom-left entry lies in p, and whose other entries lie in O. (Similar notation will be used throughout the paper.) J admits an Iwahori decomposition J " U LU , where
Throughout this section we write i, r and z for i U,U , r U,U and z U,U .
Computations of i, r, and z
Let ρ be an irreducible representation of L; identifying L with Oˆvia r a a´1 s Þ Ñ a, we view ρ as a smooth homomorphism OˆÑ Cˆ. If ρ is trivial, then i ρ is the trivial representation of J. Assume that ρ is nontrivial, and let c denote the conductor of ρ:
c " mintn ě 1 | ρ is trivial on 1`p n u.
if ρ is nontrivial with conductor c.
Proof. A short computation shows that the image of I U : i U ρ Ñ i U ρ lies in the subspace ind For part (2), Proposition 1.11 gives zpρq " dimpi ρq´1. For nontrivial ρ, part (1) implies that dimpi ρq " rJ : J c s " rp : p c s " q c´1 .
We now turn to the functor r. Let t " "
If π is a representation of a subgroup H of a group G, and if g P G, then π g denotes the representation x Þ Ñ πpgxg´1q of the group H g -g´1Hg.
Lemma 2.2. Let π be a smooth, finite-dimensional representation of J. Then
for all sufficiently large n. If π is irreducible, then r π " 0 ðñ Hom JXJ t n pπ, π t n q " 0 for all n ąą 0.
Proof. To compactify the notation, let
This group has an Iwahori decomposition J n " U n LU , where
n of representations of L, and so
Because π is smooth and finite-dimensional, the kernel of π contains some congruence subgroup
Clearly U n lies in this subgroup for sufficiently large n, as does U t´n . So, for sufficiently large n, π is trivial on U n , while π t n is trivial on U . We thus have for large n that
The second assertion follows immediately from the first and Lemma 1.10. Proof. The Mackey formula gives
‰ . According to the Bruhat decomposition, tt n , t n w | n P Zu is a set of representatives for the double-coset space JzG{J [23, II. 1.7] .
If r π ‰ 0, then Lemma 2.2 ensures that the space Hom JXJ t n pπ, π t n q is nonzero for all n ąą 0. Thus End G pind G J πq is infinite-dimensional in this case. For the converse, suppose that r π " 0. Lemma 2.2 implies that the cosets Jt n J, for n ě 0, contribute only finitely many dimensions to End G pind G J πq. Since Hom JXJ t n pπ, π t n q -Hom J t´n XJ pπ t´n , πq, the same is true for n ď 0. A small modification of Lemma 2.2 shows that the contribution of the double cosets Jt n wJ is likewise finite-dimensional. 
‰˘"
ψpxyq. The quotient map J Ñ Bpfq sends J X J w onto M pfq, and so we have π Lemma 2.5. Suppose that I and I 1 are closed subgroups of a compact totally disconnected group, having Iwahori decompositions I " W M W and
the last isomorphism holds by Frobenius reciprocity, as in Lemma 1.4. On the other hand, restriction of functions from I to H gives a surjective, 
the first isomorphism holds by Proposition 1.9. Since Hom M pρ, τ q is finite-dimensional when ρ and τ are, the injective maps (2.6) and (2.7) are isomorphisms.
Applied to the Iwahori subgroup in SL 2 pF q, Lemma 2.5 gives the following Mackey-type formula for parahoric induction and restriction. (The corresponding formula in the general case is the subject of ongoing work with Ehud Meir and Uri Onn.) Lemma 2.8. Let ρ and τ be representations of L. Then
Proof. Using the Mackey formula and the Bruhat decomposition K " J \ JwJ, we find
The first summand is isomorphic to Hom L pρ, τ q, by Proposition 1.9. We have pi U,U τ q w -i U w ,U w pτ w q, and so Lemma 2.5 implies that the second summand is isomorphic to Hom L pρ, τ w q.
An application of Schur's lemma then gives:
Proposition 2.9. Let ρ and ρ 1 be irreducible representations of L.
(1) i
ρ is irreducible if and only if ρ fl ρ w .
ρ is a sum of two inequivalent irreducibles.
3 Parahoric Induction and Chamber Homology for SL 2 pF q
Background
Keep the notation G, J, K, L, U , U , F , etc., from the previous section. We also set M "
(p´1 means ̟´1O). We consider the normalised Jacquet functors i Work of Bernstein [3] and Keller [14] implies that the Hochschild homology groups HH˚pHpGqq and HH˚pHpMmay be defined in terms of the categories of finitely generated modules over HpGq and HpM q, respectively: see [8] . The Jacquet functors preserve the subcategories of finitely generated modules in ModpGq and ModpM q, and so they induce natural maps between HH˚pHpGqq and HH˚pHpM qq.
We let G c denote the union of the compact subgroups of G. This set is open, closed, and conjugation-invariant in G, and so it determines a directsummand HH˚pHpGqq c of HH˚pHpGqq: see [5] . The map r The Bruhat-Tits building X of G is an infinite, locally finite, connected tree, on which G acts properly, simplicially, and without inversions [23, II.1]. The action is transitive on the set X 1 of edges, and has two orbits in the vertex-set X 0 . The Iwahori subgroup J is the isotropy group of an edge, whose vertices have isotropy groups K and K 1 . The chamber homology H G pXq of X is, by definition, the homology of the following chain complex [2] :
The building Y of M identifies with an apartment (i.e., a line) in X. With respect to the decomposition M -Lˆxty, L acts trivially on Y while t translates the ith vertex to the pi`2qnd. The chamber homology H M pY q of Y is the homology of the chain complex
In pictures, showing the (oriented) quotient complexes Y {M and X{G labelled by their respective coefficient systems:
There are canonical isomorphisms H G pXq -HH˚pHpGqq c and H M pY qHH˚pHpMc : see [12] and [22] . (Part of the argument is also outlined below.) The action of the Weyl group W on Y and M induces an action on C M pY q as follows: in degree zero, wpρ 0 , ρ 1 q " pρ Recall that we have defined i
Definition/Lemma 3.2. The following diagrams commute, and therefore define maps of complexes I : C M pY q Ñ C G pXq and R : C G pXq Ñ C M pY q (in that order).
Proof. The first diagram commutes by virtue of the equality i
from Proposition 2.9, along with the analogous equality for K 1 . In the second diagram we are asserting that for each representation π of J, The proof of Theorem 3.4 occupies most of the remainder of the paper.
Proof that R " r c
An explicit formula for the map r G M on Hochschild homology is given, for a general reductive group G and Levi subgroup M , in [8] . The same map appeared earlier in [20] , where Nistor computes the corresponding map on smooth group homology. Let us recall these results, in summary.
Let HpG c q denote the space of locally constant, compactly supported funcwhere s ranges over the simplices in Y , provide a lift of Ψ to a map of resolutions, C˚pY, r Gq Ñ C˚pY, M q. We claim that the composition (3.5)
is equal to R. For example, let π be a representation of K, viewed as a chain in C G 0 pXq. The corresponding chain in C 0 pX, Gq is the function ch π P HpKq; recall that K is the isotropy group of a vertex in X. This vertex lies in Y , and so the map κ simply acts on ch π by averaging over the adjoint action of K; ch π is already Ad K -invariant, so κpch π q " ch π P HpKq U . The map Ψ : HpKq U Ñ HpLq sends ch π to ch π U , and so (3.5) equals R as maps RpKq Ñ RpLq. The computations for RpK Replacing the diagonal subgroup by a larger Levi subgroup, for example the p2ˆ1q-block-diagonal subgroup of SL 3 pF q, one can still use parahoric induction to define a candidate for the map I. It follows from our joint work (in progress) with Ehud Meir and Uri Onn that this map will no longer commute with the boundary maps; the issue is closely related to Dat's question [10, Question 2.14]. It is likely that new tools will be needed in this situation.
